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THE BG NEWS 
ESTABLISHED 1920 | An independent student press serving the campus and surrounding community 
SIGN UP HERE 
Campus Fest was 
Thursday in the Union 
Oval, check out a story 
and photos from the 
event on Page 5 
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Union to obtain new DVD rental kiosk 
ROC-U guarantees students current movies, video games at reasonable rates, extended times 
By Emily Gordon 
Reporter 
Students will soon have access to 
affordable entertainment with a 
DVD rental kiosk in the Union. 
The kiosk, from the company 
Kt ic 11. is set to be installed Sept. 
5 near the information desk, 
said Katie Post, Auxiliary Affairs 
chair for Undergraduate Student 
Government. 
"I'm super excited," Post said. 
Katie 
Post 
Auxiliary Affairs 
Chair 
"From talking with students, it 
sounds like something they really 
wanted." 
A few years ago, the Union sent 
out surveys for students to com- 
plete about what kind of services 
they'd be most interested in seeing, 
said Gale Swanka, senior associate 
director of the Union. 
Post said she and Swanka worked 
closely on the project. 
When asked if students would 
like to see a DVD rental kiosk in the 
Union, they responded positively, 
Post said. 
"About 65 percent said they would 
be in favor of it," Post said. 
Swanka said she talked to col- 
leagues who work at other uni- 
versities to see what kiosks they 
had used. 
The Union contacted Redbox 
and Blockbuster, but decided on 
Ohio based company ROC-U, 
Swanka said. 
The company's name is an 
acronym for Rent on Colleges and 
Universities, said Swanka. 
ROC-U has kiosks installed at 
area schools such as John Carroll 
University, Case Western University, 
Baldwin-Wallace College and Lake 
Erie College. 
According to the ROC-U website, 
movie rentals will cost $1 per day 
and video game rentals will cost $2 
per day. 
Rentals can be checked out for as 
long as 14 days at a time. 
While most front desks at the 
University's residence halls have 
DVDs students can check out, a 
SeeROCU!Page2 
GAINE 
icons opei season Saturday against University of Florida Gators 
ByMlch.l.Wy.ocUi 
Sports Editor 
Picture ri-i-— It's opening weekend for college football, BG is suited 
up in their new uniforms and on The Swamp field in Gainesville 
Fla, a stadium filled with 90,000 roaring fans, and they will be 
I dHrairhad up against the No. 23 ranked University of Floi ida Gators 
for a gan ic i iiat will be played in front of a national audience. 
i his is exactly what the Falcons will be walking into Saturday 
when heyplay their first season game against the Gators. 
Head Coach Dave Clawson said the program is 
excited to finally play a football game, whether it's 
against a nationally-ranked team or not. 
There are nerves going into the game, but they 
are no different than any other game-day jitters, 
Clawson said. 
"Football is really a work and reward sport," 
Clawson said. "Our guys work year-round for 12 guar- 
anteed opportunities to play a game and 1 think, 
whether we're home or in the swamp, no matter where 
we play I think there would be those nerves." 
Defensive tackle Chris Jones and Offensive lineman 
Chip Robinson share Clawson's excitement for the 
game. 
^ am very excited to have this opportunity to go down 
and play a team like Florida and show people around the 
nation what BG football is about," Jones said. 
Despite the two team's differences, Robinson said they are all 
See PREVIEW | Page 2 
jNot going to Florida?       ^^^^ 
■ Tune in to ESPN at 330    «   V 
^HB^-p-m. Saturday. ^J^^ 
Who do you think wi 
Why? Tweet #fakonsvgators 
at @The_BG_News 
University students show off 
skills at Talent Showcase 
event featured auditioned performances, improvisation 
ByAl.byW.Ui 
Reporter 
The BG Stars 4th Annual Talent 
Showcase took place in the 
Union Ballroom Thursday from 
8 to 10 p.m.. 
It was composed of two parts 
with a 10 minute intermission. 
The talent show had formal try- 
outs for students who wanted to be 
a part of the scheduled show, but 
also allowed audience members to 
come up on stage during the show 
to show their talent. 
Students could showcase their 
talent on the spot during the audi- 
ence participation, presented in 
both part one and two. 
Mikey 'Rosco' Blair, host of the 
talent showcase, was called up on 
stage during this past year's show- 
case and impressed the audience 
with his charisma. 
"Rosco was actually discov- 
ered at this talent show last 
year," said co-host Corey Bapes. 
"Multicultural affairs adviser, 
Sheila Brown, had an audience 
participation where she called 
people up from the audience who 
had talent and Rosco came up and 
danced." 
Word got out about Rosco's 
talent afterwards, which result- 
ed in his rapping in the Stroh 
Center Rap. 
The showcase was free and 
open to the community of Bowling 
Green, said Alexis Halter, program- 
ming assistant for Multicultural 
Affairs. 
"It was free to audition, it's free 
to the public and it's really just to 
show new students or people who 
haven't been to a talent show, the 
talent that we do have on campus," 
Halter said. "Our main purpose 
SeeTALEMT|Page2 
Freshmen common reading 
leads to competition, parade 
Boat parade, canoe race inspired by McClure's book 
ByEricUgitta 
Reporter 
After freshmen read about l'ori 
Murden McClure rowing across 
the Atlantic Ocean for this year's 
common reading experience, they 
will have a chance to make their 
own boat. 
Each year, in conjunction with the 
common reading and the author's 
visit, there are events related to the 
book that take place on campus, said 
Jodi Devine, associate director of the 
honors program. This year, the event 
will be a boat parade and canoe race 
that will be hosted at the rec center 
pond Sept. 18 at lpm 
"In an attempt to help students 
experience their own boating experi- 
ence, we came up with this idea to 
build a boat and race it across the 
pond," Devine said. 
For the boat parade, participants 
in teams of four will build their own 
boat and have the chance to win a 
variety of prizes for different catego- 
ries, Devine said 
Some of these categories include 
the fastest boat, the 'BGSU spirit' boat 
and the ugliest boat according to the 
common reading experience website. 
McClure, author of "A Pearl in the 
Storm: How I Found My Heart in the 
Middle of the Ocean," will judge the 
See READ | Page 2 
WEDDINGS: BG STYLE I SUPERIOR SEVEN 
Prout Chapel and the Union 
ballroom are available to host 
weddings with catering and a 
full staff | PAGE 8 
Rugby will look to dominate the National 
Sevens Championship at home using 
only its seven best players. | PAGE 6 
THEY READ IT, TOO 
Faculty columnist James Pfundstein 
explains the positives of arty feedback 
given by students on websites that allow 
for rating professors | PAGE 4 
WHAT ORGANIZATIONS DID YOU SIGN UP FOR AT 
CAMPUS FEST? 
"Fencing and BG Undead." 
Erich Shulz 
Sophomore, AYA History 
ri 
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BLOTTER 
WED., AUG. 29 
10:01A.M. 
Complainant repotted that 
an unknown person used a 
taped dollar to extract quar- 
ters from a bill changer at 
a business within the 1000 
block of N. Prospect St. The 
business reported a loss of 
$99. 
1:38 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
sometime during the past 
few days, an unknown person 
threw lit cigarettes onto the 
roof, causing damage within 
the 100 block of N. Main St 
The estimated damage is 
$200. 
5:06 P.M. 
Brenon Wayne English 
Jr. 45. of Bowling Green, 
was arrested on a failure to 
appear warrant within the 
900 block of Fairview Ave. 
He was also cited for posses- 
sion of marijuana and lodged 
in the Wood County Justice 
Center. 
THURS..AUG. 
30 
2:29 A.M. 
Braxton E. Stewart. 18. of 
Oregon. Ohio, was arrested 
for receiving stolen property 
near North Main and East 
Wooster streets. He was 
lodged in Wood County 
Justice Center. 
2:35 A.M. 
Nicholas Urias. 19, of Toledo, 
was cited for obstructing offi- 
cial business and underage/ 
under the influence within 
the 300 block of E. Wooster 
St 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want To correct all factual errors. 
If you (hint an error has been made, 
call The BG News at 419-372-6966. 
R0CU 
From Page 1 
lot (if lhem are out of date, 
Post said. 
"This [kiosk] will help 
supplement the selection of 
DVDs available to students 
for a good price," Post said. 
Both Swanka and Post said 
they are glad the kiosk will be 
installed soon. 
"I think it offers an addi- 
tional service for students 
and shows USG is here for 
the students," Post said. 
"Although it's not a ground- 
breaking issue, it's something 
that a lot of students wanted, 
"This [kiosk] will help supplement the 
selection of DVDs available to students 
... it's something a lot of students wanted, 
and we went out and got it." 
Katie Post | Auxiliary Affairs chair for USG 
and we went out and got it." 
Swanka said she was 
pleased that both the Union 
and ROC-U will profit from 
the kiosk. 
"It's a good partnership," 
Post said. 
Some students said 
they are looking forward 
to the kiosk. 
Freshman Sun Lee said 
she thinks the kiosk will be 
a good addition to the Union. 
"It's really good." Lee said. 
"1 won't have to go to the 
movie theater." 
Taryka Daniels, junior, 
hopes the selection will beat 
thatofRedbox. 
"I'll use il as long as it's 
cheap and the movies are up- 
to-date," Daniels said. 
PREVIEW 
From Page 1 
the same when it comes to 
football. 
"They might have been 
recruited higher, but we're 
going in to fight and it's the 
only way to go in—with that 
attitude," Robinson said. 
Since their last season 
game in November, BG has 
spenl all its time preparing 
for this game. 
"We've prepared for them 
for 250 days, since we last 
played Buffalo and I think 
we have the talent and 
depth to give them a game 
and come out victorious," 
Robinson said. 
The offensive line has 
strengthened, Robinson 
said, and the team is tired of 
playing against themselves. 
"We know each other bet- 
ter, we've actually become 
better friends than any- 
thing, and I think that's 
what's helped us," Robinson 
said. "We're stronger, more 
focused and we know what 
we have to do to win." 
They have anticipated 
multiple game day scenarios 
and prepared for the level of 
noise the team will experi- 
ence. 
During   practices,    the 
Falcons play Florida's fight 
song and music from their 
band to replicateThe Swamp 
atmosphere come Saturday. 
"It's going to be real loud," 
Jones said. "Us as a defense 
we're working on commu- 
nicating as well so it's good 
work for us to get." 
Like the offense, Jones 
said the defense is focusing 
on doing their job on every 
single play. 
"When you go down there 
you can'l take a rep off as a 
defense, you have to go hard 
every play with a team like 
Florida they have so many 
guys that are able to create 
plays," Jones said. 
Florida's offense is one 
with many hats, considering 
they have not one, but two 
quarterbacks to pick from 
— Jeff Driskel and Jacoby 
Brissett. 
"You have to prepare for 
what they are going to do on 
offense schematically, and 
that's enough of a guessing 
game," Clawson said. 
A commonality both BG 
and Florida share is, at some 
point in their football histo- 
ry, both teams were coached 
by Urban Meyer. 
Nearly a decade ago, 
Meyer took his first head 
coaching job at BG and 
turned the program around 
in two seasons. He led the 
Falcons to a 56-21 victory 
over the Toledo Rockets in 
2001, according to bgsufal- 
cons.com. 
Before his retirement 
in 2010, he spent five years 
at Florida and coached 
the Gators to two national 
championships. 
There is no speculation 
that there was a financial tie 
to this game. It's the real- 
ity of the Mid-American 
Conference that almost 
every team in the confer- 
ence has one or two of these 
games, Clawson said. 
But that is not what he and 
the Falcons are focused on. 
"I think that's part of 
the reason you play these 
games," Clawson said. 
"When you're a program 
in the MAC, these are the 
opportunities to make a 
name for yourself," Clawson 
said. 
After all the preparation 
and practice, Clawson said 
the team has done every- 
thing asked of them this 
summer. Everyone's excited, 
amped, and ready to go, 
Robinson said. 
"I have a lot of confidence 
that our guys are going to go 
down there and fight and 
compete," Clawson said. "I 
really like this football team." 
READ 
From Page 1 
boats, according to the site. 
The only requirement is 
that the boats are built from 
scratch, Devine said 
"Students can t just go home 
and get their canoe and dec- 
orate it," she said. "We really 
want to push people to come 
up with their own creative 
solution for how to build their 
own boat." 
There are five boats entered 
into the parade so far, but 
Devine said she encourages 
anyone to participate. 
"This will be a great oppor- 
tunity for teams such as resi- 
dence halls or greek organiza- 
tions to make their own boat," 
she said. 
The canoe race will take 
place after the parade. 
The rec will provide race 
participants with canoes, and 
prizes will be awarded to the 
top finishers, Devine said. 
There is only room for ten 
teams of three for the canoe 
race, so teams must show up 
by 1 p.m. to enter into the raf- 
fle for a chance to participate, 
she said. 
The prizes in both the 
parade and race include 
gift certificates to local res- 
taurants, and even laptops, 
she said. 
McClure will also speak in 
the Union ballroom and sign 
books later that night, said 
Donna Nelson-Beene, director 
and provost office associate. 
Nelson-Beene chaired the 
committee that decided on 
McClure's book for the com- 
mon reading. 
The committee, featur- 
ing faculty and staff from all 
the colleges and disciplines 
offered at the University, met 
in the spring to discuss dif- 
ferent book choices, Nelson- 
Beene said. 
"(The book) needs to have 
themes thai can be discussed 
or debatable issues," she said. 
"When we came to this book, 
it was sort of unanimous." 
The book is an account of 
McClure's journey to become 
the first woman and American 
to row across the Atlantic 
Ocean. 
"At face value, some people 
might think it's an adventure 
story," Nelson-Beene said. 
"That's part of it, but it's told in 
flashbacks." 
These flashbacks cover 
other topics such as fam- 
ily,  education  and  goal 
setting, she said. 
McClure is also the first 
woman and American to 
travel 750 miles over land 
to the South Pole, Nelson- 
Beene said. She is currently 
the president of Spaulding 
University in Louisville. 
Kentucky, she said. 
According to the common 
reading experience website, 
the book must be about issues 
related to freshmen, and must 
outline a human experience. 
Freshmen always met in 
groups opening weekend 
to discuss the book, but the 
common reading require- 
ments have changed. Current 
Freshmen were required to 
write a short paper on the 
book, based on one of three 
prompts, Nelson-Beene said. 
One such prompt had stu- 
dents imagine they were to 
direct a film based on the 
book, and were required to 
choose a cast, scenery and 
more 
Freshman Denise Miller 
said "A Pearl in the Storm" was 
better than she expected. 
"I didn't think it was that 
bad of a book." Miller said. "It's 
obvious what they were trying 
to get through to freshmen." 
Anyone can suggest books 
they believe are appropri- 
ate on the common reading 
experience's website, Nelson- 
Beene said. 
"It's good to have a com- 
mon experience that faculty 
and students can talk about 
together," she said. "It's one of 
those events that really uni- 
fies us." 
This is the first academic 
assignment freshmen com- 
plete as a  student  at  the 
University, so it sets the stage 
for their career here, she said. 
For more information 
about the common reading, 
as well as the upcoming boat 
parade and canoe race, visit: 
http://www.bgsu.edu/offic- 
es/provost/academicpro- 
grams/common-reading 
experience.html 
TALENT 
ELEMENT DANCE Team peforms during the BG Stars Talent Showcase, which was hosted in the Union Thursday night. 
Listings Available On-Line 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
Great Selection of 
Houses Sr Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
Available for 2012-2013 
WE HAVE UNITS READY 
FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY! 
DUSIIN DBUCKMAN ' MFBCNfWS 
FT 
for holding this talent show 
for the community and the 
students is to showcase the 
talents of BG." 
Participant Abigail Kruse 
performed an Irish step dance 
called Saint Patrick's Day. 
"I got the idea that no one 
really knows about Irish 
dancing up here, so I decided 
to participate to share that 
with people," Kruse said. 
"This is my first talent show 
so I am really excited." 
Although this is Kruse's first 
talent show, she has been in 
hundreds of shows perform- 
ing Irish dancing for years. 
"The audience definitely 
will be getting a show today," 
Halter said. 
Freshman Paige Pitts 
enjoyed all the talents that 
were showcased. 
"This is the first talent 
show I have ever been too 
and I came to witness the 
community's talent and that 
is exactly what I got," Lynn 
said. "I had a lot of fun." 
The show consisted of break 
dancing, singing, rapping, 
jazz-dancing, a live band and 
audience participation. 
"This showcase is a perfect 
way for people who have tal- 
ent to be showcased or dis- 
covered," Bapes said. 
by our office & 
pick up the 
New Listings! 
—( JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.. 
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CAFE HAVANA, a new hookah bat and cafe downtown, opened Thursday and offers a place to relax, said Owner Issah Baiz. 
Hookah bar opens downtown 
By Bridget Mandyuk 
Reporter 
Issah Baiz, owner of Falcon Food Mart, plans to bring variety to downtown Bowling Green by 
opening a multicultural cafe and hookah bar, Cafe Havana. 
The cafe, which opened Thursday, will have everything from espressos to hookah. Located 
at 309 South Main St. in the same plaza as Falcon Food Mart, it will have Middle Eastern, South 
American, Greek and Italian dishes. There will also be various pastries, hot and cold drinks and a 
wide variety of different flavors of hookah. 
"I've always wanted to open up something relaxing like this," Baiz said. 
Local Bowling Green artists and University art students decorated the cafe with murals. Baiz 
hopes to get into contact with live entertainment and bands to host music nights, as well as art gal- 
lery events in the future. 
"We put in a lot of work," said junior Justin Baker, who helped set up the cafe Wednesday night. 
The main agenda, according to Baiz, is to bring something new to downtown by combining different 
cultures together. The caft is open late and will provide free wireless internet. The heated back patio is 
for those who want to smoke shisha, or hookah. 
Students at the University have agreed Cafe Havana will provide something new to town, unlike other 
businesses. 
"I'm glad BG has finally added something to downtown besides the bars," said leff Stevenson, senior. 
Katelyn Murtha, senior, adds that "it'll add variety to the bar scene in BG." 
Many agree it will give an alternative hangout spot to those who don't go out to the bars or are look- 
ing for a new place to study. While some people are enthusiastic about a hookah bar and cafe in BG, 
others disagree. 
It sounds like a solid idea, but I'm just not into hookah that much," said Zach Porach, 
sophomore. 
Baiz is working with the University to attract more students to the cafe by creating 
colorful fliers and social networking profiles to provide updates on business such as 
coupons and specials. 
Richard Edwards, Mayor of Bowling Green, will be attending the grand opening 
sometime in September. 
Cafe Havana will be open Aug. 30 at 5:00 p.m. and will have regular business 
hours Monday-Saturday 7:00 a.m. -3:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m. on Sundays. 
You can like Cafe Havana BG on Facebook and follow on Twitter @cafehavanabg. 
BOW 
Church Directory 
We invite you to worship with us 
and look forward to meetingyou soon: ! 
TUS? H URCH 
Sundays   @   11:30am 
Student Union Ballroom 
www.h20church.com     419-353-5313 
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ST. MARKS 
LUTHERAN CHURCH 
Welcome Students! 
Let BGSU feed your brains and let St. Mark's feed your soul 
Make Yourself at Home 
www.stmarkslutheranbg.org 
315 South College. Bowling Green 1419-353-930S 
Church    on    campus 
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Welcome Students 
THE ALLIANCE 
J jH.rn.iw Hill-J0 
Bowling Green Alliance Church 
An IntrnuHonal/lnttrgcneratlonal Church 
E 1161 Napoleon Rd. Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 www.bgtlliance.org ] 
Sunday Morning Pick-Up 
Call for a ride: 419-352-3623 
St. Aloysius 
Catholic Church 
We're on the corner of Summit & Clough St 
(419)352-4195 
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What organizations did you sign up for at Campus Fest? 
"Japanese 
Club. Chinese 
Club, Humane 
Society" 
"NAACW. 
Humane 
Society." 
GRETCHENZARLE 
Sophomore, 
Digital Art 
Freedom of speech 
important part of 
higher education 
"Bible Bob," "The Screaming 
Bible Guy," ... Whichever 
name you prefer, there's a 
good chance you've heard the 
man who speaks outside of the 
Union every few days. Most of 
his visits are met with protests 
and something that resembles 
that of civil discourse, but 
Bible guy's past few appear- 
ances have been met with a 
movement to ban him from 
campus. 
Under the guise of protect- 
ing students and removing 
an annoying part of our day, 
a small group of petitioners 
would like to see freedoms on 
campus curbed. 
To them I say, "not on 
my watch." 
Quite honestly, I couldn't 
care less if you agree or dis- 
agree with his message; that's 
not the point. 
What is important, howev- 
er, is your freedom to agree or 
disagree. 
Just as you have the right to 
call him names and tell him 
he's wrong, he also has the 
right to his message. Love him 
or hate him, Bible Bob ought to 
be allowed to freely express his 
opinions, thoughts, troubles, 
everything. 
Why? Because we all do; We 
all deserve that freedom. 
Face it, we're all a Bible Bob 
at some point, and we should 
feel confident to be. Whether 
it's in a class, among friends 
or a counter-protest to a pro- 
test, expressing ourselves is 
a pivotal part of being a part 
of a university and higher 
learning. 
Contrary to what you might 
have heard, this petition is 
little more than an attempt to 
silence a minority voice. 
What if someday your voice 
is the minority? Who will fight 
"Just as you 
have the right to 
call him names 
and tell him he's 
wrong, he also has 
the right to his 
message...Why? 
Because we all do." 
for your freedom if we do not 
stand for his? 
The public's answer to a 
dissident can never be to 
silence him in order to better 
enjoy their day. A free arena 
of expression lends itself 
to an environment where 
ideas can be collaborated. As 
Matt Ridley, author of "The 
Rational Optimist," would say, 
"Ideas have sex, and we're bet- 
ter for it." 
When perspectives are 
shared, a new, better perspec- 
tive emerges. This is the nature 
of all free collaboration. 
Organize and drown his 
poorspeechwith more speech. 
Make yourself heard. Make 
his cries fall on educated ears. 
Or let his behavior continue 
until his lack of voice drowns 
itself out. 
I leave you with a quote 
from German Nazi-descenter 
Martin Niemoller: 
"First they came for the 
Socialists, and I did not 
speak out because 1 was not a 
Socialist. 
"Then they came for the 
Trade Unionists, and 1 did not 
speak out, because I was not a 
Trade Unionist 
"Then they came for the 
lews, and I did not speak out 
because I was not a Jew. 
"Then they came for me 
and there was no one left to 
speak for me." 
Respond to Chance at 
tlienews@bgnews.com 
Corn** Visit U* ?f 
BGNEWS.COM 
KAHERON HOSKIN 
Junior, 
Psychology 
"None, I already 
knew what 
organizations I 
wanted to get 
involved in" 
PETER RAMACHER 
Sophomore, 
Management Information Systems 
1GBT 
Community.' 
WESLEY SAYL0R 
Graduate Student, 
French 
VISIT US AT 
BGNEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Ot a suggestion foe 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgnews.com. 
JUST A FEW MORE HOURS 
SEAN CARVER I IHtBCiWWS 
Even negative 
reviews benefit 
professors, courses 
'Tis the season to be nag- 
ging. In this election year, 
politicians will weep 
crocodile tears about how 
they've been unfairly criti- 
cized, while trampling 
the truth underneath 
the golden boots of their 
attack ads so that they can 
drown their opponents' 
campaigns in a poison- 
ous sea of lies and mixed 
metaphors. 
And that's just the city 
council races; on the 
national level, politics may 
get really ugly. 
And you can always 
count on some bozonic 
writer to misbehave over 
a negative website review. 
Academics get reviews, 
too. There's a piece I saw 
recently on a site where 
students can give feedback 
about their teachers. I don't 
necessarily recommend 
reading it, but I found it 
interesting as an example 
of how-not-to-react-to- 
any-evaluation. 
If you're reading this, you 
probably know about these 
sites, sites dedicated to 
review instructors or pro- 
fessors. They are anony- 
mous student reviews that 
have become normative in 
the U.S. college classroom, 
with the difference that it's 
public. 
Anyway, in this piece, 
the author gets upset about 
an anonymous student 
review. He closes his (mis- 
titled) "apology" by saying 
sadly, "Be kind out there. 
Choose your words care- 
fully. Comments on the 
Internet last longer than 
your anger. Always." 
I'm afraid this instanta- 
neously made me want to 
be unkind, but I managed 
to overcome the impulse. 
He takes some time to 
explain and justify himself 
in the face of the criticisms 
his anonymous student 
levelled against him, prin- 
cipally that he's "unimag- 
inably self-absorbed" and 
"thinks highly of his own 
opinion" to the point of 
dismissing others. 
There are two things I 
think the guy is doing wrong 
here  in  his  non-apology 
See JAMES | Page 10 
Weight bias 
shameful, wrong 
As my column headshot 
shows, I am a big man. I am 
what is medically known 
as morbidly obese. I weigh 
more than most undergrad 
couples weigh together. 
I am neither proud nor 
ashamed of this fact. 
At one time, before weight 
loss surgery, I was almost 
200 pounds heavier than I 
am today. 
The surgery saved my life 
and gave me the tools need- 
ed to get back to school. I 
am forever grateful for the 
chance I was given. 
The fact remains though, 
that I still am a big person. 
I still know what it is like 
to be slighted, disregarded 
and discriminated against 
because of my weight. 
I have lost jobs and job 
opportunities because 
of my weight. 1 have been 
made to feel sub-human 
because of my weight. 
Being a heavy man has 
robbed me of self-confi- 
dence at times. It has also 
instilled a deep-seated 
sense of self-loathing that 1 
battle against every day of 
my life. 
Being obese is as hard 
"We all must eat; it 
cannot be avoided. 
This is the problem 
every obese man 
and woman faces 
everyday." 
mentally and emotionally 
as it is physically. 
I have had countless thin 
people tell me, "just stop 
eating." 
If weight loss were only 
that simple no one would be 
obese. One can live without 
drugs. One can live without 
alcohol. One can live with- 
out shelter. One can live 
without tobacco. No one 
can live without food. 
We all must eat; it can- 
not be avoided. This is the 
problem every obese man 
and woman faces every day. 
It is a daunting task not 
to give in to our addiction 
to food. 
Why am I telling you all 
this? What is the big deal 
you may ask? 
I am writing this column 
to wake some of you up 
to what is one of the two 
last "acceptable" forms of 
bigotry in our nation: the 
See PAUL | Page 10 
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DUSTIN WtUCKMAM . IMlBGNfVW 
LOGAN MCKILLIPS plays Plinko at the CRU table during Campus Fest 
AMKRMCH I IMEKNEVW 
STUDENTS MARCIE Palte. junior, and Ashley Brachok. junior, sign up for an organization at Campus Fest. which was Thursday in the Union Oval. 
Campus Fest displays organizations 
*M6tllB«CH I THE 8G NEWS 
STUDENTS GATHER m the middle ol campus to check out organizations 
ByMaxFflby 
Edrtor-in-Chief 
For students looking to get 
involved, or just for some free 
stuff, Campus Fest offered 330 
tables for students to stop at 
Thursday. 
The combined num- 
ber of vendors and stu- 
dent organizations made 
this year's Campus Fest the 
largest one yet, said Mike 
Freyaldenhoven, assistant 
dean of students in the Office 
of Campus Activities. 
"We've worked on getting 
a lot bigger attractions this 
year like the Dasani display 
and interactive stuff like snow 
cone and popcorn machines," 
Freyaldenhoven said. 
On top of the 330 tables at 
CampusFest, Freyaldenhoven 
expected that about 10,000 
people would attend the 
annual event Ihat stretched 
from the Union Oval to the 
edges of "old campus." 
Freyaldenhoven, who 
planned Campus Fest for the 
first time this year, was excit- 
ed to help new and returning 
students find their place on 
campus. 
"It's the first time [stu- 
dents] get to reconnect or 
learn how to get involved," 
Freyaldenhoven said. "It's 
cool because the whole cam- 
pus sort of goes on pause for 
the day." 
Meghan Gallagher is one of 
the students who was able to 
get involved through Campus 
Fest during her freshman 
year. 
Gallagher, a senior at the 
University,    agrees    with 
Freyaldenhoven that Campus 
Fest always offers a variety of 
involvement opportunities 
for freshmen students. 
"It's pretty nice when you're 
an incoming freshman and 
you're able to see what's going 
on," Gallagher said. "That's 
how 1 first got involved on 
campus too." 
Similar to Gallagher's 
first time at Campus Fest, 
Freshman Brittany Prichard 
was able to visit with mul- 
tiple organizations within the 
event's four hour time span. 
Prichard chose to join the 
University's Anime Club dur- 
ing her first Campus Fest. 
"It's crowded but it's excit- 
ing," Prichard said. "There's 
a lot of energy going around 
campus today." 
The energy and excite- 
ment that surrounds the 
Union Oval is what makes 
getting involved so easy for 
students during the event, 
Freyaldenhoven said. 
"Students are able to 
browse a little easier than 
they would normally be able 
to," Freyaldenhoven said. 
"It's almost like a market for 
involvement." 
While Freyaldenhoven is 
unsure of how long Campus 
Fest has been an annual 
event on campus, he doesn't 
expect it to go away anytime 
soon. 
"It hasn't dwindled in a 
long time," Freyaldenhoven 
said. "It's part of the campus 
culture at this point and every 
student looking forward to it 
keeps us going and planning 
for it every year." 
'Printing bonus' offers 
50 pages for free 
Students can print until allowance runs out 
ByY.lon.BUir 
Reporter 
Information Technology 
Services at the University 
recently gave all students 
a printing bonus, equiva- 
lent to 50 black and white 
single-sided pages. 
The printing bonus took 
effect Aug. 18, and will 
remain until the funds are 
used completely. 
"Basically all students, 
there were 25,699 stu- 
dents that got an alloca- 
tion, Ireceived what] would 
equate to 50 single-sided 
black and white pages," said 
Josh Von Lehmden, ITS spe- 
cial projects manager. 
The prices vary depend- 
ing on whether a student 
used color or if they print- 
ed single or double-sided, 
Lehmden said. 
"It'sfivecentsperimpres- 
sion, black and white sin- 
gle-sided; duplexed page is 
nine cents; 18 cents color 
and 35 cents duplexed," 
Lehmden said. 
The printing bonus will 
allow students to print 50 
black and white single-sid- 
ed pages or 25 black and 
white double-sided pages, 
he said. 
Printing in color will 
deplete the printing bonus 
at a faster rate, allowing 
students to print 13 single- 
sided color pages or only 
seven double-sided color 
pages. 
The printing bonus 
allowed students a little 
bit of time before putting 
money on their BG1 cards, 
Lehmden said. 
"I think in the past, there 
have been some issues with 
freshmen coming in and not 
knowing that they needed 
money in their BG1 card 
account to be able to print, 
so this was an effort to ease 
the transition," he said. 
This is also a help dur- 
ing the first week when 
students need syllabus- 
es, said Debra Wells, ITS 
director of client services. 
"It allows them to get 
their syllabuses printed 
out over the weekend 
before school starts," 
Wells said. 
Freshman Molly 
Ellerbrock said she liked 
the printing bonus. 
"I think it was a great 
advantage to us incom- 
ing students because we 
were unaware of how 
much printing cost," 
Ellerbrock said. 
This was the first allo- 
cation given to incoming 
students since the priced 
printing took effect. 
Senior Cassandra 
McDonald said she likes 
the printing bonus too. 
"It's great. I was able to 
print all the course syl- 
iabus pages out for free," 
McDonald said. 
Any printing completed 
will first use the printing 
bonus funds, and once it's 
gone, students will then 
need funds in their BG1 
accounts. 
How fast the print- 
ing bonus will deplete 
depends on how much a 
student prints, Wells said. 
For McDonald, the 
printing bonus is already 
gone, but for others, 
such as freshman Brooke 
Schnipke, who owns a 
printer, they will have the 
printing bonus for quite 
a while. 
Ellenbrock said that for 
her it will last a long time 
because she will only use 
it if she absolutely has to. 
The printing bonus will 
stay in effect for students 
as long as they remain a 
student and have not used 
it completely. 
Students can learn 
more at the print respon- 
sibly website located at 
www.bgsu.edu/printre- 
sponsibly. 
Mural to be featured downtown 
High school students working on painting to celebrate arts festival 
By Chiiitopher Brown 
Reporter 
A mural celebrating 
the 20th anniversary of 
the Black Swamp Arts 
Festival will find its place 
on North Main Street. 
The mural will be 
located between 149 
North and Tubby's 
Tavern, where Rail 
Billiards used to be, said 
Barbara Ruland, execu- 
tive director for the 
Downtown Foundation 
and Downtown BG. 
Eighteen seniors at 
Bowing Green High 
school designed and 
are painting a mural 
that captures different 
aspects of the commu- 
nity and festival, includ- 
ing the food and arts, 
said Nikki Myers, an art 
teacher at the school. 
One unique feature of 
the painting is there will 
be 20 different salaman- 
ders, the festival mascot, 
hidden throughout the 
picture. The mural reflects 
the 20 years the festival 
has taken place. 
Different aspects of 
the community have 
come together to help 
move the project along 
and  make   it  possible, 
Ruland said. 
The Downtown 
Foundation is fund- 
ing the mural, a char- 
ity aimed at supporting 
capital improvements, 
maintenance and the 
beautification of down- 
town Bowling Green, 
Ruland said. 
"We're trying to con- 
tribute to the atmo- 
sphere, to make down- 
town a place where more 
people want to hang 
out," she said. 
Other community 
members who have 
helped out include Floyd 
Craft, owner of Ben 
Franklin Crafts, who 
donated paint and other 
supplies. 
Craft said he and other 
members of the commu- 
nity have been thinking 
of improving the site 
"for ages." 
"We're trying to make 
it look prettier than 
before," Craft said. "It's 
good of the communi- 
ty and the businesses 
to spruce up an empty 
building." 
Mike Marsh, a lawyer 
at Marsh & Marsh, also 
donated money to help 
the project. 
"I walk by there a lot 
and thought it looked 
bad," Marsh said. "Why 
not make it look bet- 
ter than just a bunch of 
boards?" 
Ruland said Rail 
Billiards has served as 
"an ad hoc canvas for 
IBowling Green] over 
the years." 
From 2005 to 2010 
the building front has 
hosted various projects. 
However, they have been 
halted in recent years 
due to complications 
from the property own- 
ers and various acts of 
vandalism, Ruland said. 
Regardless, Ruland 
said she remains opti- 
mistic. 
"IBowling Green has| 
lots of interest and sup- 
port for the arts and for 
artists," she said. 
Myers also has high 
hopes for the project. 
The project will be 
beneficial not just to 
the community but to 
some of those involved, 
she said. 
"It's a good way to give 
back and to help out," 
she said. "It helps the 
students realize that 
they aren't just a high 
school kid, but part of 
the community." 
CAMPUS 
BRIEF 
Local Democrats, 
students campaign 
More than 100 students and some 
kxal political candidates met in the UnOn 
Thursday nioht to begn the Democrat's fall 
campaign 
The event hosted by the Colege 
Democrats, featured speeches from Kety 
WUs. local carddate for the House of 
Representatws. and three UrwersKy stu- 
dents, at surjoortirq President Obarna and 
kxal Democratic canddates. 
Tm a kfebng Democrat and lm here to 
support cither Democrats," Wicks said 
Sophomore Emfy Garcia was one of 
Colege Democrats to speak at the event 
Tike so many others here on campus, I 
am concerned with the rishj costs oltuBoa" 
Gardasarl 
Both Web and Garcia said the Romney- 
Ryan pfcnwoJd rase tiMon for cash- 
strapped students 
"President Obama has enacted petes 
that wl afcw students to fctov their dreams." 
Garcia said 
Wicks further encouraged support for the 
kxal Democrats running for cftce 
Tor students, its about having a represen- 
tatrve at the statehouse who understands the 
vaU of a ho)ier education" he sad 
Afco ii attendance were Fred Keith 
carvdklate for Weed Courtycornrrissionei. 
Angela Zimmam canddate for the House 
of Representatives, Mchael Zckar. the chai 
of the Wood County Democrafc party and 
Jod Kurinaa carddate for Woody Cixrity 
comrrcsicner 
"Were just getting people excited for the 
election coming up espeoaly for Obama." 
said President of the Colege Democrats 
Colleen Ryan "Weie brrgng people 
together from dfferent groups to make sure 
were al united" 
BOWLING GREEN 
COLLISION CENTER 
EXPERT REPAIR & REFINISHING 
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SAM POLZIN, winger, runs the ball while shaking off an opponent along the sidelines in a game this past season The BG rugby team will be shaking off a loss to its alumni this past week. 
Volleyball travels to Indiana to play invitational, three teams 
BYRON MACK I THE BG NEWS 
DANIELLE TONYAN. right side hitter, jumps with her teammate for a block in a game this past season 
By Max Houaaholdar 
Reporter 
The Falcon volleyball team 
will try to turn the page on this 
past week's disappointments as 
it looks ahead to a weekend of 
games. BG was at the same dis- 
advantage as every other team 
this past week as it did not have 
a scouting report on any of the 
teams it played and it got the 
best of them. 
"The first weekend of the sea- 
son is always the hardest one 
because you don't have a scout- 
ing report on those teams and 
as a team it's hard to gage how 
good you are until you play 
someone other than your own 
team," Head Volleyball Coach 
Danijela Tomic said. 
"We will definitely feel more 
comfortable playing our sec- 
ond tournament of the season 
because we worked for a week 
on some of our weaknesses 
that we saw in the previous two 
matches." 
BG will have something to 
look at this weekend as far as a 
scouting report. They will also 
get a chance to see Indiana play 
Cleveland State on Friday night 
before having matches against 
both teams on Saturday. 
"When we do preseason we 
are just working on Bowling 
Green Volleyball and now that 
we've played Marquette and 
Northwestern we know that we 
must have a bigger block and 
against bigger teams we have to 
work extra hard," right side hit- 
ter Danielle Tonyan said. 
Two of the Falcons' weak 
points from this past weekend 
were the amount of errors com- 
mitted and a low attack percent- 
age. BG never got above .200 
attack percentage and had a total 
of 39 errors, including 13 service 
errors against Northwestern on 
Saturday. 
"The first step in doing that 
(raising attack percentage) 
will be lowering the number of 
unforced errors," Tomic said. 
"Our players are still adjusting 
to a faster tempo of offense that 
we have implemented this year 
so it's expected that at this time 
of the year we will be making 
some of those errors," she said. 
It  was  not  all  bad  on  the 
attack for the Falcons as its 
Preseason All-MAC selection in 
Danielle Tonyan had a total of 
31 kills in both matches, while 
Paige Penrod had 13 against 
Northwestern giving her a total 
of 20 on the weekend. 
"We have some huge power 
hitters on this team its incred- 
ible," Lindsay Butterfield said. 
The senior right side hitter 
who had a career best five aces 
against Marquette, also alluded 
to the notion of a low attack per- 
centage being a result of errors. 
"I think we need to control 
our shots and be able to keep 
the ball in play," Butterfield 
said. "I feel like we learned a lot 
this weekend and were able to 
put that into play this week in 
practice." 
BG will play three games with 
the first being on Friday against 
3-0 Georgia Tech at 5 p.m. One 
player to watch for the Yellow 
jackets will be Senior Bailey 
Hunter who was named MVP 
of the Courtyard Invitational 
which her team hosted. The 
final game is against Cleveland 
State. 
BG cross country hosts 
only meet to open season 
Men's and Women's teams run here at home for first only home meet 
By Cameron Taagua Robinson 
Reporter 
The men's and women's cross 
country teams will open their 
season Friday with the Mel Brodt 
Collegiate Opener, which will be 
held on the Forrest Creason golf 
course in BG. 
The men will start at 6:30 p.m. 
and the women will directly follow 
at 7:00 p.m.. 
This meet will be the only home 
meet for the Falcons this year, and 
will also be the site for next year's 
MAC Championships. 
"This is an important meet for 
us because it is really our only 
opportunity to compete on this 
course before the championships 
next fall," said Lou Snelling the 
team's coach. 
The    Falcons   will   compete 
against Ball State, Eastern 
Michigan and Toledo in this sea- 
son opener. This meet puts togeth- 
er some very talented teams in 
Toledo, who won the conference 
championship two years in a row. 
They qualified for nation- 
al championships as a team 
this past year and are currently 
ranked third in the region. Eastern 
Michigan, which also qualified, is 
currently ranked in the top 15 of 
the region. 
"It's not too big of a meet but it's 
going to be a pretty high level of 
competition," Snelling said. 
The new coaching staff received 
its first recruiting class this year as 
practice started up August 19. The 
team has been preparing intensely 
for the season ever since. 
"It's been exciting for us hav- 
ing our first recruiting class come 
in," Snelling said. "We have had 
a great feel so far in terms of the 
focus, intensity and the attention 
to detail everybody has shown 
so far." 
After a summer of working hard 
to get better, the team will finally 
be able to show everyone their 
hard work has paid off. 
"We are definitely going into 
this meet a little bit low key this 
time around and hopefully that 
will eliminate any of the jitters," 
Snelling said. 
Although this is the first 
meet of the year, it is very 
important for the team and 
coaching staff to know the 
end of the year is more impor- 
tant. "Our big goal is to revolve 
around October November 
with Conference, Regional and 
Nationals," Snelling said. 
en's soccer falls 2- 
Bowling Green players disappointed, lost 
close game with Big-10 school Michigan State 
ByAUx Krampasky 
Reporter 
The Falcons took the field 
against Michigan State 
Wednesday but fell short 2-1 to 
the Spartans. 
Michigan State had the lead 
after the first half of play, but 
the Falcons tied the game with 
a goal by senior Zach Lemke 
in the 56th minute of play. 
Despite their momentum, the 
Falcons gave up another goal 
to Michigan State in the 76th 
minute, which would later be 
the game winning score for the 
Spartans. 
Head coach Eric Nichols was 
happy with the performance of 
the team despite the outcome 
of the game. "The team played 
hard," Nichols said. "The guys 
are crushed, but Michigan State 
is a very good team." 
After the tough loss, senior 
Joey D'Agostino had a positive 
outlook on the game. 
"We did well," D'Agostino 
said. "We can take a lot of posi- 
tives from this game to help us 
get better." 
The Falcons' next game 
is Saturday against the 
Thundering Herd of Marshall 
University. Marshall's cur- 
rent record is 1-0-0 with a 
win over Wright State on Aug. 
24. They had two preseason 
games against Rio Grande and 
Pittsburgh where they tied 2-2 
against Rio Grande and lost 3-1 
against the Panthers of Pitt. 
Bowling Green has a winning 
record, 8-3-1, against Marshall. 
Their last meeting was in 2009 
where the Falcons defeated the 
Herd 2-0 at Cochrane Field. 
Their next three games will 
See HENS | Page 7 
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK 
Week one is finally here. 
College football can 
hereby commence. This 
week the editors here at 
The BG News are making 
their pregame picks. 
BG 
vs. No. 23 Florida 
Florida-29 
Miami (OH) 
vs. Ka 18 Ohio St 
MICHELEWYSOCKI 
Sports Editor 
Call me crazy, but I just bleed 
orange and brown! 
BG 20, Florida 19 
J.  ill 
ETHAN EASTERWOOD 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Ths breaks my heart as a Falcon but 
I can't pick BG here Florida is just 
too big and too fast 
Florida 42, BG 24 
ALEXALUSHEFF 
Gty Editor 
Even (BGcbesn'twin, they're in 
Florida! 
I don't think Miami can really win. Oho State has nothing to lose with 
but I will never be caught picking zero chance of a postseason so I can 
OSUtowin. see a Wood bath at ManVs expense 
Ohio State -24 5     Miami 18, Ohio St 0 
Ho.8 Michigan 
vs. No. 2 Alabama 
'Bama who? It's all about the 
MAIZE and BLUE! 
Alabama -14 
Ohio St 55, Miami 14 
This is tough but I have to go with 
Bama Southern schools do it 
betted 
Florida 24, BG 14 
While OSU had a bad past 
season. Miami shouldnt be a 
problem 
Olio St 55, Miami 10 
MOLLY MCFADDIN 
Photo Editor 
The sunshine state won't be shin- 
ning on Bowling Green this year. 
Florida 42, BG $1 
I like OSU second best to 
Bowling Green, so screw Miami! 
Ohio St. 57. Miami 51 
It might be close, but Michigan     Mud Fkhigan 
usually fails in my mind. 
No. 24 Boise St. 
vs.No.t3Mkh.St 
Michigan State -6.5 
Hawaii 
vs.No.1USC 
USC-42 
Navy 
vs. Notre Dame 
Notre Dame -15.5 
Overall record 
Michigan 42, Alabama 20 
Alabama 54. Michigan 24 
Michigan State is one step below Whatever conference Base may 
OSUonthesuckometer. find itself in rtstl can't compete with 
bigger schools 
Boise State 24. Michigan St. 9 Michigan St 24, Boise Slate 10       Michigan St. 28, Boise State 10  Boise State 17, Michigan St. 14 
Alabama 21, Michigan 14 Alabama 29. Michigan 19 
I'm just going off of the rankings   It's going to be a real naJbrtter 
for this game. 
TONYCIEETON I THE BG NEWS 
TRACY TOGB A. forward, jostles for possesion in a game last season 
Women's soccer 
loses to Minnesota 
Team will face up with Western Kentucky 
I mean I guess USC is ranked     Kwa shouldn't leave «s rofarjon THs 
No. 1 for a reason endsbadaloratoonebigbs 
Wei this matchup must be an ego      USC is going to KQ Hawaii 
boost for USC Ite EG vs. Rhode 
Island wl be 
USC 55. Hawaii 4 USC 70, Hawaii 14 USC 42, Hawaii 7 USC 51. Hawaii 7 
This ore is foe Ryan since he can't      Theljckiswiththelrish 
pick Notre Ctame anymore. I wl 
Lets go leprechauns! 
Notre Dame 50, Navy 17        Notre Dame50, Navy 10 
0-0 0-0 
NotreDame bled Navy last year, I'm I'm kish so lets go Irish 
being nice 
Notre Dame 51, Navy 10 
0-0 
Notre Dame 55, Navy 19 
0-0 
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TRENT SZENTE, BG center runs through a hole created by his team 
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every year and a member 
at sevens camp for the U.S. 
Eagle team. 
The Panthers will look to 
Eloff to carry them past the 
Falcons, as the two teams 
played each ntln-. four times 
and ended up even at 2-2. It 
will be a highly anticipated 
match when Davenport and 
BG face each other on the field 
Saturday. 
BG will be counting on Sam 
Polzin to have another big 
day. Polzin had a total of four 
tries this past week against the 
alumni and the Buckeyes. 
This tournament will serve 
as a preview for the whole 
2012 season, as all of the MAC 
teams will be in attendance 
along with some of the high- 
est ranked rugby squads in the 
country. 
The tournament will 
start around 10 a.m. and 
will be hosted at Doyt Perry 
Stadium. 
MENS 
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be  away from  Bowling 
tournament in Conway, 
S.C., with games against 
the Wofford Terriers and 
the Coastal Carolina 
Chanticleers, and a game 
in Cleveland. 
The Falcons are host- 
ing Marshall at Cochrane 
Field Sept. 1, and kick-off 
will be 7 p.m. This will 
Green.   They  include  a    against Cleveland State    be the final match of the    Titans. 
Falcons' three-game home 
stand and the team will 
not return to Cochrane 
Field until Sept. 18 when 
they take on the Detroit 
ByfeMohDyvq 
Reporter 
The BG women's soccer team 
will face Western Kentucky 
University Saturday afternoon 
in Minnesota at 2 pm 
The Falcons played the 
University of Minnesota at 
Minnesota Thursday night 
and lost 7-0. The team is con- 
tinuing their stay to face the 
Lady Toppers. 
WKU are 3-1-0 on a two 
game winning streak which 
were both played at Muncie, 
Ind., for the Ball State touma- 
ment. They shutout Xavier 
Aug. 24 and beat Northern 
Kentucky 2-1 Aug. 26. The 
game against the Falcons will 
be the first game for WKU at 
the Minnesota tournament, 
but the second game for the 
Falcons. Western Kentucky's 
only loss this season is to 
Tennessee. 
Nikki Hall has started in 
the net for all of WKU's games 
and has a GAA of 1.36 and 
one shutout which was when 
they played Xavier. WKU's top 
scorer is Amanda Buechd who 
has nine points, including four 
goals. 
BG's Becca Ison has been 
in the net for all three of the 
Falcons home games. Ison 
is a fifth-year senior from 
Kcttering, Ohio, and has a cur- 
rent goals-against-average of 
2.28. The current top scorer 
for the Falcons is Tracy logba 
from Orange Village, Ohio. 
Togba scored her first goal of 
the season last Sunday against 
1UPU1 and she also recorded 
one assist against Cleveland 
State University. 
WKU is led by head coach 
lason Neidell and assistant 
coaches Chris Tinius and 
Dustin Downey. Neidell is in 
his 12th season with the WKU 
lady Toppers soccer program. 
The Falcons won at home 
last Sunday against IUPUI. 
which was their first regular 
season win and also the first 
regular season win with Kellie 
Evans as the interim head 
coach. 
The first time a team hits the 
road, it is always different and it 
has been really nice to open at 
home, Evans said. Kentucky is 
always a very organized team. 
The Falcons game against 
Western Kentucky is sched- 
uled to kickoff at 8 p.m The 
lalcons will continue on their 
away game streak by playing 
at Valparaiso Sept 9 at 1 pm 
They will return home Sept 14 
tn play Illinois State at 7 pm at 
Cochrane Meld. 
Wt EA SPORTS *m 
1£T   VIRTUAL SHOWDOWN ^SP 
The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG's season on EA Sports' 
NCAA '13 video game. Before each game, we'll post the results. 
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This week's top performers: 
BGSU: QB Matt Schilz 17-51,147 yards, 1TD11NT 
WR Je'Ron Stokes 11 catches, 95 yards. 1 TD 
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SAM MUM, winger, runs the ball while shaking off an opponent along the sidelines in a game this past season The BG rugby team will be shaking off a loss to its alumni this past week 
Volleyball travels to Indiana to play invitational, three teams 
DANIELLE TONYAN. 'ight side hitter, lumps with her teammate for a block in a game this past season 
By Max Householder 
Reporter 
The Falcon volleyball team 
will try to turn the page on this 
past week's disappointments as 
it looks ahead to a weekend of 
games. BG was at the same dis- 
advantage as every other team 
this past week as it did not have 
a scouting report on any of the 
teams it played and it got the 
best of them. 
"The first weekend of the sea- 
son is always the hardest one 
because you don't have a scout- 
ing report on those (earns and 
as a team it's hard to gage how 
good you are until you play 
someone other than your own 
team," Head Volleyball Coach 
Danijela Tomic said. 
"We will definitely feel more 
comfortable playing our sec- 
ond tournament of the season 
because we worked for a week 
on some of our weaknesses 
that we saw in the previous two 
matches." 
BG will have something to 
look at this weekend as far as a 
scouting report. They will also 
get a chance to see Indiana play 
Cleveland State on Friday night 
before having matches against 
both teams on Saturday. 
"When we do preseason we 
are just working on Bowling 
Green Volleyball and now that 
we've played Marquette and 
Northwestern we know that we 
must have a bigger block and 
against bigger teams we have to 
work extra hard," right side hit- 
ter Danielle Tonyan said. 
Two of the Falcons' weak 
points from this past weekend 
were the amount of errors com- 
mitted and a low attack percent- 
age. BG never got above .200 
attack percentage and had a total 
of 39 errors, including 13 service 
errors against Northwestern on 
Saturday. 
"The first step in doing that 
(raising attack percentage) 
will be lowering the number of 
unforced errors," Tomic said, 
"Our players are still adjusting 
to a faster tempo of offense that 
we have implemented this year 
so it's expected that at this time 
of the year we will be making 
some of those errors," she said. 
It  was  not  all  bad  on  the 
attack for the Falcons as its 
Preseason All-MAC selection in 
Danielle Tonyan had a total of 
31 kills in both matches, while 
Paige Penrod had 13 against 
Northwestern giving her a total 
of 20 on the weekend. 
"We have some huge power 
hitters on this team its incred- 
ible," Lindsay Butterfield said. 
The senior right side hitter 
who had a career best five aces 
against Marquette, also alluded 
to the notion of a low attack per- 
centage being a result of errors. 
"I think we need to control 
our shots and be able to keep 
the ball in play," Butterfield 
said. "1 feel like we learned a lot 
this weekend and were able to 
put that into play this week in 
practice." 
BG will play three games with 
the first being on Friday against 
3-0 Georgia Tech at 5 p.m. One 
player to watch for the Yellow 
Jackets will be Senior Bailey 
Hunter who was named MVP 
of the Courtyard Invitational 
which her team hosted. The 
final game is against Cleveland 
State. 
BG cross country hosts 
only meet to open season 
Men's and Women's teams run here at home for first only home meet 
By Cameron Teague Robinson 
Reporter 
The men's and women's cross 
country teams will open their 
season Friday with the Mel Brodt 
Collegiate Opener, which will be 
held on the Forrest Creason golf 
course in BG. 
The men will start at 6:30 p.m. 
and the women will directly follow 
at 7:00 p.m.. 
This meet will be the only home 
meet for the Falcons this year, and 
will also be the site for next year's 
MAC Championships. 
"This is an important meet for 
us because it is really our only 
opportunity to compete on this 
course before the championships 
next fall," said Lou Snelling the 
team's coach. 
The    Falcons   will    compete 
against Ball State, Eastern 
Michigan and Toledo in this sea- 
son opener. This meet puts togeth- 
er some very talented teams in 
Toledo, who won the conference 
championship two years in a row. 
They qualified for nation- 
al championships as a team 
this past year and are currently 
ranked third in the region. Eastern 
Michigan, which also qualified, is 
currently ranked in the top 15 of 
the region. 
"It's not too big of a meet but it's 
going to be a pretty high level of 
competition," Snelling said. 
The new coaching staff received 
its first recruiting class this year as 
practice started up August 19. The 
team has been preparing intensely 
for the season ever since. 
"It's been exciting for us hav- 
ing our first recruiting class come 
in," Snelling said. "We have had 
a great feel so far in terms of the 
focus, intensity and the attention 
to detail everybody has shown 
so far." 
After a summer of working hard 
to get better, the team will finally 
be able to show everyone their 
hard work has paid off. 
"We are definitely going into 
this meet a little bit low key this 
time around and hopefully that 
will eliminate any of the jitters," 
Snelling said. 
Although this is the first 
meet of the year, it is very 
important for the team and 
coaching staff to know the 
end of the year is more impor- 
tant. "Our big goal is to revolve 
around October November 
with Conference, Regional and 
Nationals," Snelling said. 
ens soccer falls 2- 
Bowling Green players disappointed, lost 
close game with Big-10 school Michigan State 
By Alex Krempatky 
Reporter 
The Falcons took the field 
against Michigan State 
Wednesday but fell short 2-1 to 
the Spartans. 
Michigan State had the lead 
after the first half of play, but 
the Falcons tied the game with 
a goal by senior Zach Lemke 
in the 56th minute of play. 
Despite their momentum, the 
Falcons gave up another goal 
to Michigan State in the 76th 
minute, which would later be 
the game winning score for the 
Spartans. 
Head coach Eric Nichols was 
happy with the performance of 
the team despite the outcome 
of the game. "The team played 
hard," Nichols said. "The guys 
are crushed, but Michigan State 
is a very good team." 
After the tough loss, senior 
loey D'Agostino had a positive 
outlook on the game. 
"We did well," D'Agostino 
said. "We can take a lot of posi- 
tives from this game to help us 
get better." 
The Falcons' next game 
is Saturday against the 
Thundering Herd of Marshall 
University, Marshall's cur- 
rent record is 1-0-0 with a 
win over Wright State on Aug. 
24. They had two preseason 
games against Rio Grande and 
Pittsburgh where they tied 2-2 
against Rio Grai.de and lost 3-1 
against the Panthers of Pitt. 
Bowling Green has a winning 
record, 8-3-1, against Marshall. 
Their last meeting was in 2009 
where the Falcons defeated the 
Herd 2-0 at Cochrane Field. 
Their next three games will 
See MEMS| Page? 
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK 
Week one is finally here. 
College football can 
hereby commence. This 
week the editors here at 
The BG News are making 
their pregame picks. ll! 
MICHEIEWYSOCKI      ETHAN EASTERWOOD 
BG 
vs. No. 23 Rood* 
Florida-29 
Miami (OH) 
vs. No. 18 Ohio St. 
Sports Editor 
Call me crazy, but I just bleed 
orange and brown! 
BG 20, Florida 19 
Assistant Sports Editor 
This break my heart as a Falcon but 
I can't pick BG here. Florida is just 
too big and too fast 
Florida 42, BG 24 
ALEXALUSHEFF 
City Editor 
MOLLY MCFADDIN 
Photo Editor 
Even if BG doesn't win they're n        The sunshine state won't be shin- 
Florida! ning on Bowling Green this year. 
I don't think Miami can really win. Ohio State has nothing to bse with 
but I will never be caught picking zero chance of a postseason so lean 
OSUtowin see a blood bath at Miami's expense 
hit) State-24.5      Miami 18. Ohio St 0 
No.8 Michigan 
vs. No. 2 Alabama 
Alabama 14 
No. 24 Boise St 
vs.No.BMfch.St 
Michigan State-6.5 
Hawaii 
vs.No.1USC 
USC -42 
Navy 
vs. Notre Dame 
Notre Dame-15.5 
Overall record 
Bama who? It's all about the 
MAIZE and BLUE! 
Ohio St 55. Miami 14 
This is tough but I have to go with 
Bama Southern schools do it 
better! 
Florida 24, BG 14 
While OSU had a bad past 
season. Miami shouldn't be a 
problem 
Ohio St 55. Miami 10 
Florida 42, BG 51 
I like OSU second best to 
Bowling Green, so screw Miami! 
Ohio St. 57. Miami 51 
It might be close, but Michigan     Muck Fichigan. 
usually fails In my mind. 
Michigan 42, Alabama 20 
Alabama 54. Michigan 24 
Michigan State is one step bebw     Whatever conference Boise may 
OSUonthesuckometer find itself in it still can't compete with 
bigger schools. 
Boise State 24. Michigan St. 9 Michigan St 24. Boise State 10       Michigan St. 28, Boise State 10   Boise State 17. Michigan St. 14 
Alabama 21, Michigan 14 Alabama 29, Michigan 19 
I m just going off of the rankings  It's going to be a real nailbrtter 
for this game. 
TONYCIEEION     MfBGNtAS 
TRACY TOGBA. forward, (ostles for possesion in a game last season 
Women's soccer 
loses to Minnesota 
Team will face up with Western Kentucky 
I mean I guess USC is ranked     Hawai shoubn't leave its isolation This 
No 1 for a reason. endsbadakhatoonetigbss. 
Vvythismatdiupmustbeanego      USCisgorato KO.Hawan 
boost for USC, IteBG vs. Rhode 
Island wi be. 
USC 55. Hawaii 4 USC 70, Hawaii 14 USC 42. Hawaii 7 USC 51, Hawaii 7 
ThiscneisforRyaasincehecan't     The lick is with the Ireh 
pick Notre [tome anymore I wl 
Lets go leprechauns! 
Notre Dame killed Navy last year. I'm I'm Irish so lets go Irish 
being nice 
Notre Dame 50. Navy 17 
0-0 
Notre Dame 50. Navy 10 
0-0 
Notre Dame 51. Navy 10 
0-0 
Notre Dame 55. Navy 19 
0-0 
PHOTO PROVIDED 
TRENT SZENTE, BG center luns through a hole created by his team 
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every year and a member 
at sevens camp for the U.S. 
Eagle team. 
The Panthers will look to 
Eloff to carry them past the 
Falcons, as the two teams 
played each other four times 
and ended up even at 2-2. It 
will be a highly anticipated 
match when Davenport and 
BG face each other on the field 
Saturday. 
BG will be counting on Sam 
Polzfal to have another big 
day. Polzin had a total of four 
tries this past week against the 
alumni and the Buckeyes. 
This tournament will serve 
as a preview for the whole 
2012 season, as all of the MAC 
teams will be in attendance 
along with some of the high- 
est ranked rugby squads in the 
country. 
The tournament will 
start around 10 a.m. and 
will be hosted at Doyt Perry 
Stadium. 
MENS 
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be  away  from   Bowling 
Green.  They  include  a 
tournament in Conway, 
S.C.. with games against 
the Wofford Terriers and 
the Coastal Carolina 
Chanticleers, and a game 
against Cleveland State 
in Cleveland. 
The Falcons are host- 
ing Marshall at Cochrane 
Field Sept, 1, and kick-off 
will be 7 p.m. This will 
be the final match of the 
Falcons' three-game home 
stand and the team will 
not return to Cochrane 
Field until Sept. 18 when 
they take on the Detroit 
Titans. 
By Rebckah Dyviq 
Reporter 
The BG women's soccer team 
will face Western Kentucky 
University Saturday afternoon 
in Minnesota at 2 p.m. 
The Falcons played the 
University of Minnesota at 
Minnesota Thursday night 
and lost 7-0. The team is con- 
tinuing their stay to face the 
Lady Toppers. 
WKU are 3-1-0 on a two 
game winning streak which 
were both played at Muni u\ 
Ind., for the Ball State tourna- 
ment They shutout Xavier 
Aug 24 and beat Northern 
Kentucky 2-1 Aug 26. I he 
game against the Falcons will 
be the first game for WKU at 
the Minnesota tournament, 
but the second game fot the 
Falcons. Western Kentucky's 
only loss this season is to 
Tennessee. 
Nikki Hall has started in 
the net for .ill of WKU's games 
and has a GAA of 1.36 and 
one shutout which was when 
they played Xavier. WKU's top 
scorer is Amanda Buechel whi i 
has nine points, including four 
goals. 
BG's Becca Ison lias been 
in the net for all three of the 
Falcons home games. Ison 
is a fifth-year senior from 
Kellering, ()hio. and has a cur- 
rent goals-against-average of 
2.2H. The current lop scorer 
for the Falcons is Tracy Togba 
from Orange Village, Ohio. 
Togba scored her first goal of 
the season last Sunday against 
I1I11T1 and she also recorded 
one assist against Cleveland 
State University. 
WKU is led by head coach 
Jason Neidell and assistant 
coaches Chris Tinius and 
Dustin Downey Neidell is in 
his 12th season with the WKU 
liidy Toppers soccer program. 
The Falcons won at home 
last Sunday against IUPUI. 
which was their first regular 
season win and also the first 
regular season win with Kellie 
Evans as the interim head 
coach 
The first time a team hits the 
road, it is always different and it 
lias been really nice to open at 
home. Evans said. Kentucky is 
always a very organized team. 
The Moons game against 
Western Kentucky is sched- 
uktl to kicknff at 8 p.m. The 
Falcons will continue on their 
away game streak by playing 
at Valparaiso Sept. 9 at 1 p.m 
They will renim home Sept. 14 
to play Illinois State at 7 p.m. at 
Cochrane Field. 
W EA SPORTS ~m 
*\5l   VIRTUALSH0WD0WN ^^ 
The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG's season on EA Sports' 
NCAA '13 video game. Before each game, we'll post the results. 
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FALCON FLAMES can use Prout Chapel as their wedding destination. For receptions, the Union ballroom is available for catering and has a full-service staff. There have been 19 weddings at Prout so far this year 
KEUY DEARTH ! THE BG NEWS 
Fashion faux pas 
may not be true 
By Natasha Ivtry 
Pulse Reporter 
Some people have to live by the 
rules of the road, the University 
and society. However, some rules 
are maybe meant to be broken. 
Fashion faux pas that say peo- 
ple shouldn't wear certain colors 
or patterns are becoming out- 
dated and untrue, said Allison 
Nelson, senior and employee 
at Mosaic Consignment Studio 
downtown. 
Some people are not aware of 
this change, she said. 
"I've heard almost every fash- 
ion lie, from you can't wear 
brown and black together, to 
stripes are unflattering, and 
even high-waisted pants look 
horrible on short girls, which 
isn't true," Nelson said. "I wear 
black and brown, so it's really a 
matter of personal choice." 
Age can also be a factor when 
determining style, she said. 
"As far as style, I don't nec- 
essarily think that because 
you're in college you have to 
dress older, but be sure to dress 
age-appropriate, and learn to 
manipulate trends," she said. 
"Just take pieces that you like 
and mix and match them. 
Remember that blondes always 
look pretty in blue." 
Mariana Mitova, instructor in 
the Apparel Merchandising and 
Product Development depart- 
ment, said she has a slightly dif- 
ferent view on fashion mistakes. 
"There really aren't any major 
fashion faux pas, to be perfectly 
honest," Mitova said. "It really 
depends on what one consid- 
ers what is and what's not age 
appropriate for themselves and 
their body shape." 
Some fashion faux pas are 
more of a myth than reality, 
she said. 
"As far as the huge thing about 
wearing white after Labor Day, 
it's a big myth. That's something 
that your mother and grand- 
mother abided by in the old 
days," Mitova said. "Some peo- 
ple still abide by it, some don't. I 
still wear white after Labor Day. 
Retailers are coming up with 
white in heavier fabrics, so it's 
all up to the individual." 
Breaking fashion rules can be 
the birth of new trend. 
"If rules weren't made to break, 
then we, as consumers, wouldn't 
have any new fashion or trends 
and neither would designers," 
she said. "Just know what you 
look good in and own it." 
Freshman Wesley Mathias 
said he has a more frank 
approach to fashion no-no's and 
how women should dress when 
they go to the clubs. 
"Most of the girls I see look 
not appropriate," Mathias said. 
"If you're going to go out, tight 
skirts and dresses are fine, as 
long as none of your junk is 
hanging out. And please, wear a 
shirt that covers your belly." 
rizontal stripes 
are unflattering7 How 
about wearing white 
after Labor Day? 
Tweet us your 
fashion faux pas 
@The_BG_News 
#fashion 
ieals at home save students 
money, allow for more creativity 
* 
AMANDA McOJIRE 
RZKZNEK 
FIXIOCOUJMNBT 
Cooking seems like a daunting task if you're 
not sure where to start. 
Many off-campus students living on their own 
for the first time think it's easier to order take-out 
than to cook. But staying in and preparing a meal 
is cheaper, healthier and a lot more fun. 
With a little know-how, cooking can be quite 
simple. 
"My go-to meals are usually really simple," 
said Lin-z Tello. 
"I like to make pasta with a canned sauce, 
along with some sauteed veggies and some 
chicken. Usually I buy a rotisserie chicken, 
shred some of the meat, saut£ it with whatev- 
er vegetable I have (I've used summer squash, 
kale and swiss chard in the past), and then 
top the pasta with the chicken, veggies and 
sauce," Tello said. "It's really filling and not 
too expensive. Plus if you make a lot of food, 
you can easily heat up leftovers for a really 
quick meal." 
For students new to cooking, Tello's sugges- 
tions are spot on. 
Buy a pre-cooked rotisserie chicken from 
Kroger or Meijer. They are affordable and 
perfect as a meal in itself, or you can shred 
the meat to use in pasta dishes, tacos, salads, 
sandwiches or pizzas. 
Also, making big batches of pasta, casseroles 
or soups means you don't need to worry about 
cooking for a couple of days. And leftovers 
equal the ultimate fast food — a quick heat-up 
and they're ready in no time. 
Ashley Lojko's blog "Cookingforone.ashley- 
lojko.com" offers many recipes, ranging from 
gluten-free to vegetarian, that are healthy and 
easy to make. 
Lojko, a professional in her twenties, recom- 
mends chopping fresh vegetables and storing 
them in Glad containers or Ziploc to make 
meal preparation less time-consuming. Her 
storage tips and "quick and dirty" recipes 
accommodate cooks of all levels. 
Washington Post columnist Joe Yonan 
(http://www.joeyonan.com/) shares the joy of 
WWWJOEYONANCOM 
solo cooking in his cookbook "Serve Yourself: Nightly 
Adventures in Cooking for One." 
With wit and charm, Yonan shares healthy recipes 
guaranteed to get you to eat your greens. 
Additionally, he gives wise advice for freezing farm- 
ers' market vegetables to use all year round, and 
menu planning for a week at a time so you can use 
that whole bag of carrots instead of just one, saving 
readers money. 
Just remember the more you cook, the more famil- 
iar you will become with your kitchen and culinary 
talents. 
Once you master a few meals, even easy ones like 
breakfast-for-dinner or minestrone soup, you won't 
need to follow a recipe and you'll feel more confident 
to flex your culinary abilities. 
Sure, cooking at home is more affordable and 
healthier, but there are other benefits as well. 
"I really enjoy cooking, and sometimes it can even 
help me de-stress from a long day," Tello said. 
Cooking can be a form of meditation, and it's been 
known to improve mathematical skills, too. It's time 
to put down that take-out menu, pick up a pan and 
get cooking. 
J> ii 
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JUNIOR LAUREN Hactsouoh lives in Falcon Heights and said she spent a week decorating her room with posters and pictures 
Decorate room to individual 
tastes, follow University rules 
By Amber P«tkos*k 
Pulse Reporter 
Some might consider a resi- 
dence hall room their home 
away from home, and know- 
ing that, may wish to dec- 
orate their rooms the way 
they want. 
However, when living in 
the residence halls, there are 
certain guidelines that must 
be followed when it comes to 
decoration. 
If students want lo hang 
up posters or other wall 
decorations, it's important 
to remember no holes can 
be made in the walls, said 
Sarah Waters, Director of 
Residence Life. 
There are alternatives avail- 
able without putting holes in 
the wall. Students can use 
sticky-putty or blue painter's 
tape to hang things, she said. 
Some people might feel like 
blank walls are not an option. 
Freshman Lexie Dunn said 
she likes to see people's walls 
"semi-decorated, not too 
decked out." 
Color choices can affect 
how a student studies in his or 
her room, freshman lauren 
Collins said. 
"For your bedroom, you 
want cool, calming colors 
like blues and light purples," 
Collins said. "For studying 
you want like energizing col- 
ors and bright stuff that will 
help you concentrate." 
If students want to use 
lights to decorate their rooms, 
they can check the student 
handbook to see if it's allowed, 
Waters said. 
Junior Jordan Beveridge 
said he used clear Christmas 
lights to create ambient light- 
ing in his Falcon Heights 
dorm. He strung the lights 
on each of the four walls, and 
hung a strand from one cor- 
ner to another, he said. 
Safety also plays a part in 
decorating. For the safety of 
everyone in the residence 
halls, nothing can be hung 
from the ceiling, and every- 
thing must be fire retardant, 
Waters said. 
Rick Lofgren, Harshman 
hall director, said to check first 
to sec if something is allowed. 
"Have fun, if you don't know 
if something is allowed, or if 
it's not allowed, talk to your 
KA first, because it's better to 
find out before you purchase 
something," he said. 
Items that are very com- 
monly found in dorms are 
refrigerators, microwaves and 
electronics, Lofgren said. 
"Electronics are the biggest 
thing right now," Lofgren said. 
:mq aos 
and donts 
for residence halls 
1
 No heating elements, such as hot plates 
1
 No George Foremans, toasters, candles 
1
 No alcohol related or contained alcohol 
unless you are 21. 
No decorations may be hung from ceiling 
1
 Nothing can be hung to interfere with a 
doorway 
1
 Everything must be fire resistent 
No painted light bulbs 
No extension cords 
Source: Student Code of Conduct 
Are you into 
movies? Art? Food? 
Fashion? Theatre 
and more? The Pulse 
wants you! Email 
Pulse Editor 
Tara Keller at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
Visit Us At 
www.bgtiews.com 
IVILLAGE H.PATR6N 
* Non-smoking 
Buildings Available • 
»l +2 BR 
Apartments Available » 
* Semester Leases * 
* Minutes from BGSU » 
* Pet Friendly Community » 
• Utilities Included * 
» Resonabry Priced » 
CAIL FOR SPECIALS! 
Located it: -*^^ 
300 Napoleon Roidliaf 
in Bowling Green     l —I 
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SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits I to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
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£  9  8 
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)   1  1 
9 8 V 
1 Z S 
6  £  L 
I 6 I 
9  t  £ 
8  S   I 
Z   £  S 
8 L 6 
I   »  9 
Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE. 
ICON 
WEDDING 
From Page 8 
"Prout is generally 
reserved with folks with 
some connection to the 
University," said Kim 
lacobs, associate direc- 
tor of the Union. "It's 
those types of folks who 
met here." 
The church can seat 
about 165 people and would 
be ideal for smaller wed- 
dings, lacobs said. 
"Really the charm of 
that chapel is the small, 
warm and intimate set- 
ting," she said. 
So far this year 19 wed- 
dings have been hosted at 
Prout, compared to 27 from 
this past year. 
A couple goes through 
lacobs and her team to 
reserve the church. 
"They can decorate, have 
flowers at the end of the 
pews," she said. "It's up to 
the bride and groom." 
In addition to Prout 
Chapel, the University also 
hosts wedding receptions in 
the Union. 
"We offer a full-stan- 
dard service and catering 
staff," she said. "We're 
the biggest ballroom in 
Northwest Ohio." 
The room can be split 
according to the couple's 
specifications and has a 
wooden floor that's good for 
dancing, she said. 
University graduate 
Cristin Sunderman had 
her wedding reception 
in the ballroom in 2010 
when   she  married  her 
"Really, the charm 
of that chapel is 
the small, warm 
and intimate 
setting." 
Kim Jacobs | 
Union Associate Director 
husband Shawn. 
"We liked the size and 
location and that it was 
centrally-located," she said. 
"It was very nice and very 
spacious." 
Her reception was catered 
by the University staff. 
"The staff was very 
helpful," she said. "It was 
a one-stop shop." 
Sunderman said her 
friend recently used the 
venue after hearing her rec- 
ommendation. 
Some students weren't 
aware the University offered 
weddings on campus. 
Sophomore Hannah 
McDonald has to attend 
creative writing readings at 
Prout and said she likes the 
idea of people getting mar- 
ried at the church. 
"I think Prout's really cute 
and small and old-timey," 
she said, "lt'd be good for an 
intimate wedding." 
She said the venue would 
be good for couples, or 
Falcon Flames, who met at 
the University. 
"It's nice because some 
people met here and came 
back for their wedding," 
she said. "It's a really 
romantic idea." 
Faculty & Staff Meal Plans 
1 
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TOO MANY GROUPS The Daily Crossword Fix 
1 On the peak of 
2 Kind of list 
3 Magical command 
4 Botching 
5 Ticks off 
6 Secretions of livers 
7 Brought Into play 
8 Buddhist discipline 
9 Crystal radio 
component 
10 Narrate 
11 Famous cookie man 
12 Clenched hand 
13 Very French? 
19 Portable bed 
21 Reckless spender 
24 Fracas 
25 Accra location 
26 Low point 
27 Narcotic nut 
29 Noted porridge 
taster 
30 Bay window 
31 Have a feeling 
33 Boy with a bow 
34 Francis and Kevin 
39 Beirut populace 
42 Let loose 
45 Ancient calculator 
47 Bad atmosphere 
49 Will Smith title role 
50 Pilot 
51 Pack (down) 
52 Nautical direction 
53 Gum flavor 
54 Anglo-Saxon tax 
55 Marine vessel 
56 N.Y. theater award 
58 Jay follower 
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JAMES 
From Page 4 
apology. 
First, an actual apology, 
for something which was 
genuinely wrong and for 
which the person apolo- 
gizing is actually sorry, 
should not include self-jus- 
tification. If the deed wasn't 
wrong, you shouldn't apolo- 
gize for it. If it was wrong, 
you shouldn't justify it. 
Anyone who thinks other- 
wise is unimaginably self- 
absorbed. 
But secondly, and more 
importantly, he's not using 
the review right. And, at 
the risk of bearing down on 
someone who seems to be a 
little sensitive, I thought I'd 
talk about it here, because 
pretty much anyone read- 
ing this space is in a posi- 
tion to write teaching eval- 
uations, or read them. 
A review of anything 
(pizza, professors, medi- 
cines, etc.) is not the last 
word on the subject. But it 
is a word, a data point. 
A college teacher doesn't 
ever have to accept stu- 
dent evaluations at face 
value, but there's always 
evidence that can be use- 
ful to that teacher. 
Suppose a student 
is evaluating PJS 1010, 
"Intro to Potato-Juggling 
Studies,'' and they say, 
"This class was terrible. 
We had to juggle potatoes 
practically every day." 
The student reviewer 
may think that's a negative 
review, but it's actually a 
positive one. The instruc- 
tor (and, more important- 
ly, prospective students) 
can look at the review and 
get a sense that the class 
actually did what it was 
supposed to do. If you 
don't like potato-juggling, 
don't take the class about 
potato-juggling. 
Or a student evaluating 
PJS 1010 might say some- 
thing like, "It was all right, 
but there was too much 
emphasis on juggling 
baked potatoes. I would 
have liked a chance to 
juggle mashed potatoes or 
even sweet potatoes." 
This comment is even 
more useful. Someone 
interested in potato-jug- 
gling has something to 
say about the content of 
the course. The instructor 
may decide the student is 
wrong for some reason (for 
instance, if there's another 
course already devoted to 
sweet-potato juggling), 
but it's an opportunity to 
rethink the course sylla- 
bus from a new perspec- 
tive--maybe adding the 
opportunity for a student 
project in mashed-potato- 
juggling. 
Or a student might 
say, "I've been a devoted 
potato-juggler for years, 
and this was the worst 
course I've ever had. The 
instructor only picked 
up the potatoes twice, 
and then both times he 
dropped one!" 
This is the most dev- 
astating kind of negative 
review, where the student 
demonstrates their com- 
petence to evaluate the 
instructor and then pro- 
ceeds to rip said instructor 
a new orifice. 
Every college teacher 
has an evaluation like this 
sooner or later. They sting 
a bit, and seeing them 
in public on the internet 
makes that worse. 
One solution is: don't 
look. People don't have 
to read reviews on the 
Internet or their in-class 
evaluations if they don't 
want to. 
But, if someone is going 
to read this stuff, even 
the most painful negative 
criticism may be useful. 
It's an opportunity to ask 
yourself if you were clear 
in presenting the mate- 
rial, if you gave the stu- 
dents an opportunity to 
do well and benefit from 
the course, if you listened 
when you should have. 
Future students can profit 
from past students' suf- 
fering, if an instructor is 
able to process the clues 
in their evaluations. 
Everyone prefers posi- 
tive reviews, no doubt. And 
it's hard to argue against 
the rule "Be kind." There 
really isn't enough kind- 
ness out there, and anony- 
mous comments certainly 
aren't famous for their 
gentleness and discretion. 
But I'd recommend hones- 
ty and detail over kindness 
in writing evaluations. 
Even a negative review 
can be useful if the target 
can get over himself and 
make use of it. 
Respond to James at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
PAUL 
From Page 4 
prejudice against fat people. 
You may scoff at this but 
trust me, it is tangible and 
real. This week's events 
have proved my argument 
yet again. 
This past week the 
Republican National 
Convention was hosted. 
Those of you unfamiliar 
with conventions may 
not know how important 
the Keynote Speech is 
considered. 
It is widely thought to be 
a launching pad for higher 
office and higher visibil- 
ity. It is considered a high 
honor to be asked to give 
this speech. 
This week GovernorChris 
Christie of New Jersey gave 
that speech. 
By most accounts, he has 
done a credible job as Chief 
Executive of his state. He 
has accomplished much 
and has even worked in a 
bipartisan fashion at times. 
I write this as a very lib- 
eral person. This honor 
catapults Gov. Christie 
toward the top of the con- 
tenders for president in 
either four or eight years; 
depending on whether or 
not Mitt H<untiev is elected 
president. 
The Keynote Speech is 
one that generates buzz 
in the media. The buzz 
though this week is about 
one thing: Gov. Christie's 
weight. 
Google him — he is an 
obese man. He cannot hide 
this by wearing black. He 
cannot hide this by sucking 
in his gut. 
So what does this have to 
BGNEWS.COM 
1   Home to a neutron 
5 Full of activity 
10 Rat floater 
14 Pith helmet 
15 Japanese-American 
16 Abu Dhabi leader 
17 Keats output 
18 "Fatal Attraction" star 
20 Submerged perennials 
22 Seashores 
23 Flies high 
24 Catcher's glove 
25 Granitelike rock 
27 Wager 
28 Freudian topics 
32 Lacks 
33 Show-biz notable 
35 Vein content 
36 Pithy saying 
37 Shoshone 
38 Pooped out 
40 Take-away game 
41 Indian bread? 
43 Gives up 
44 Surface measure 
46 Soccer zero 
47 Alabama port 
48 Lacking locks 
50 Last 
51 Steamed dish 
54 Gorbachev policy 
57 "Fallin'" singer 
59 Canyon's response 
60 Diner listing 
61 Capital on the 
Willamette 
62 Body covering 
63 Classroom favorites 
64 Many-headed monster 
65 Catch a glimpse of 
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BGSU 
Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
The BG News hill nol knowingly 
accept advertisements lhai discrimi- 
nale, or encourage discrimination 
against any individual or group on 
the basis of race, sex, color, creed, 
religion, national origin, sexual orien- 
tation, disability, status as a veteran, 
or on the basis of any other legally 
protected status. 
The BG News reserves the right to 
decline, discontinue or revise any 
advertisement such as those found 
to be defamatory, lacking in factual 
basis, misleading or false in nature. All 
advertisements are subject to editing 
and approval. 
do with his intellect? What 
does this have to do with his 
executive skills as governor? 
What does this have to do 
with anything? 
The answer is not a darn 
thing. 
The bigotry against obese 
people is real and he is now 
the target of it yet again. 
I feel that his obesity 
will hold him back from 
higher office one day. I 
hate to say that, but as an 
obese man myself 1 believe 
that to be true. 
As long as the thinner 
among us believe that obe- 
sity equals laziness, obese 
people will be discriminat- 
ed against. 
For this, America should 
be ashamed. 
Respond to Paul at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
In Alaska. 
it is illegal to 
wake a sleeping 
bear for 
the purpose 
of taking a 
photograph. 
However, 
you are able to 
hunt for bears 
in the wild. 
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Help Wanted For Rent 
Bartending, up to S300/day. 
No exp needed, training avail. 
call 800-965-6520x174. 
CSC is the premier provider of 
crowd management, security 
and guest services for the 
entertainment and sporting event 
industries. We are holding open 
interviews on 8/21-24 & 8/28/-31 
in room 221 of Perry Stadium. 
9am to 8pm 419-372-0560 
Domino's Pizza now hiring shift 
runner w/ exp. and drivers. 
425 E WoosterSt, BG. 
Kidzwatch - both centers now 
hiring FT & PT care givers for 
days. eves. & weekends. Email 
resume to: info@kidzwatch.net 
PT babysitter needed for children 
6 & under, early childhood major 
or prior preschool/daycare exp 
pref. bethmaurer@yahoo.com 
PT counter help needed. S9/hr. 
must be avail 2-7pm, M-F, and 
every other Sat, 8:30am-2:30pm 
Apply at Long's Dry Cleaners, 
345 N. Maple St, BG. 
Walt ■taff needed, 
call 419-874-7079 for more info 
or visit 580 Craig Dr, Perrysburg. 
Waitresses needed at Doc's 
Restaurant. Apply in person at 
18625 Main St, Tontogany.OH. 
419-823-4081 
August Special 
UPTO$500FF 
RENT PER MONTH 
"4-5BR avail. 300 Merry St, 
rooms low as S199/mo 
CartyRentals.com 
419-353-0325, 9-9 
"AcrOMfrom BGSU: 
S495/mo for 2 huge BR, furn. 
S495/mo for 1 BR, all mils incl, 
free park, fireplace. 419-806-9914 
www.ShawLeasing.com 
1 room studio, shared bath. 
co-ed only, furnished. 
Avail NOW! $275/mo ♦ elec. 
Call 419-601-3225 
Charming 3BR home, 1 bath, 
1/2 mile from campus, 
1 car attch. garage. W. Reed St. 
S825/mo, call 513-312-3586 
Furn. rooms, freedom of house, 
TV, W/D. clean & quiet. S275/mo 
W/S100 dep Call 419-354-6117. 
Roommates needed to share furn 
house close to campus, flex lease 
option, S350-550/mo. utilities incl. 
Call Brad al 419-308-7763 
Shamrock Storage 
Many sizes Near BGSU, 
Uhaul available. 
ShamrockBG com. 419-354-0070 
Shamrock Sludios 
Leasing for spring semester and 
beyond starting at S425, includes: 
all utll, cable, fully furnished, WiFi, 
cats allowed, call 354-0070 or 
ShamrockBG.com 
Delusions of a college student 
UNDER NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
"1 enjoy 
sweating 
profusely 
while trying 
to sleep." 
Night sweats? 
Let us cool you down. 
> Air Conditioning 
> FREE High Speed Internet 
> FREE Basic Cable 
> FREE Waters Trash 
> FREE Resident Shuttle 
> Air Conditioning 
> 24 Hr Maintenance 
> 2 Laundromats 
> Swimming Pool 
> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts 
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